Monosynaptic propagation delays of action potentials between neurons are the important parameters in the study of neural network dynamics. This paper proposes a new method named WFDEM, Window-Free Delay-Estimation Method, to estimate the propagation delays from neuronal spike trains recorded extracellularly. WFDEM is derived as a maximum likelihood estimation method, and can be conducted in a reasonable time by using EM algorithm after some approximations. The other advantages of the new method include (1) it does not need to set appropriate time bins, and (2) it can possibly make use of the advantage of the simultaneous multi-electrode recording. Simulation study shows that WFDEM can achieve a high estimation performance when it is initialized by rough delay estimations that can be obtained by CCH (cross-coincidence histogram), especially when many pre-synaptic neurons are recorded simultaneously.
For each N1s, which is the number of spikes from the post-synaptic neuron, the average numbers of correct estimations are plotted with the standard deviations. The bars indicate the results of WFDEM initialized with the roughly estimated delays by using CCH with lms bin (WF-DEM+, white bar), WFDEM initialized with random estimates (WFDEMO, gray), and CCH with 0.1ms bin (black). WFDEM+ performed better than CCH, although WFDEMO did not. For each pair of Ns and M, WFDEM+ and CCH estimated delays from 10 different data. Then in each pair, it was decided which method provided the more correct estimations, namely `won.' The radius of the each circle is proportional to the difference of the count of `wins,' and the color of the circle indicates which won more (white: WFDEM+ won more times than CCH, black: CCH won more). This figure shows that WFDEM+ outperformed CCH, especially when Ns and Ill were both large. 
